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Philippe decrauzat is known for his multidisciplinary practice. shifting from one medium to another, his 
paintings, films, installations, drawings and sculptures find common ground in their complex geometrical 
compositions. although often associated with abstraction and Op art, his work precisely amalgamates con-
trasting influences.

decrauzat positions himself not far from a historian’s perspective, investigating the past in order to divulge 
the future. Creating bridges through space-time, the references in his work are abundant but always discreetly 
integrated and are never completely visible on the surface.

As in a game, the artist deftly collects his source material from eclectic fields: popular culture, scientific lit-
erature, graphic design, experimental cinema. A point of departure might be the logo of the punk rock band 
Dead Kennedys, the cover of a scientific review, the geometric carpet in Kubrick’s The Shining or the mirror 
paintings of roy lichtenstein. decrauzat often distorts those found elements and sets them into motion, ques-
tioning the notions of perception and the status of the image in a passive poetic manner.

For “Anisotropy,” the artist is showing a succession of filmic sequences that take for their subject a scientific 
object produced as part of research on the misappropriation of waves. The object rotates on an axis and evokes 
the zoetrope, the early filmic animation device that produced the illusion of movement due to the persistence 
of vision.

decrauzat invited New york–based musician alan licht to compose live over and in response to the black-
and-white graphic images. Merging layers of perception, the audio-visual installation leaves the viewer in a 
state of consciousness in which sound, images and speed reverberate and meld into a single form. reality is 
abruptly erased, only to become heightened through a synesthesia of the senses.

- by tatiana de Pahlen

Philippe decrauzat “anisotropy” (2013) Courtesy of the artist
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